ABSTRACT Non-coordinated first-train timetables can result in unfavorable train connections among different subway lines at transfer stations and generate rather long waiting time for transfer passengers. This paper aims at optimizing the first train originating times of different transit lines at the network scale. The cost function of transfer waiting time is formulated to evaluate the perceived transfer quality with the consideration of passengers' psychological feelings. The first-train timetable coordination model is then developed by minimizing the total waiting cost of passengers transferring between two first trains of different lines. The genetic algorithm is applied to solve the model. Finally, a case study from part of the Beijing subway network is conducted to verify the method. The results show that the total waiting cost of first-train transfer passengers is reduced by 49.67% with the application of our proposed model. Meanwhile, the number of super-long waiting is significantly reduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
Subway network with plenty of interlinking lines have emerged in many large cities. By the end of 2018, Beijing has a total of 22 subway lines in operation, whose length exceeds 630 kilometers. Shanghai has 16 lines, whereas its operational mileage has surpassed Beijing to more than 700 kilometers. In terms of the mileage, London has the third largest subway network, which consists of 11 lines and amounts to 402 kilometers. Meanwhile, in New York, there are 24 transit lines constituting a 373-kilometer subway network.
Since each subway line in the network starts operation at different times, there exist the dynamic changes of the accessibility relationships between station pairs. The first-train timetable of one single subway line not only affects passengers using this line but also extensively influences the entire subway network through transfer stations. If the first trains of different lines are not well coordinated with each other
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at transfer stations, the transfer waiting time of passengers would be intensively long, which will reduce the level of service and passenger satisfaction to the subway system. Thus, it is essential to build a well connections among first trains so as to provide more smooth transfer to passengers. This paper addressed the first-train timetables optimization at the network scale.
The first-train timetable is an important component of daily train timetable planning which belongs to train timetabling problem (TTP) . TTP aims at determining a pre-operational schedule for a set of trains following some train operational requirements [1] . The first research work on TTP is made by Szpigel in 1973, who developed a linear programming model to optimize the train timetable of a single track line by minimizing the total train travel time [2] . A large body of follow-up works have been published with the objectives of minimizing the total travel time and waiting time of passengers.
The original studies are mainly conducted on a single line. For instance, Hinnins et al. (1996) proposed a non-linear mixed integer programming model to optimize train schedules over single line rail corridors [3] . In a subsequent work, Higgins et al. (1997) tackled the single line train scheduling by implementing and comparing the results of different heuristics methods [4] . Zhou and Zhong (2007) put forward a generalized resource-constrained project scheduling formulation and presented a branch-and-bound solution procedure to obtain feasible schedules with guaranteed optimality [5] . Shakibayifar et al. (2017) addresses the optimization of train timetable at public transit terminals of an urban rail in a stochastic setting. A two-stochastic programming model is developed to cope with stochastic fluctuation of arrival rates and minimize the expected waiting time of passengers [6] .
With the rapid expansion of railway network, more and more researchers' interests turn to the train timetabling problem over a rail network [7] - [14] , which is more complexed than that of the single line. Barrena et al. (2014) addressed three linear mathematical formulations for TTP, with the aim of minimizing passenger average waiting time, followed by the description of a branch-and-cut algorithm applicable to all models [8] . proposed an event-driven model for the train scheduling to minimize the total travel time of all passengers and the energy consumption of the trains [9] . focused on improving system-wide equity performance in an oversaturated urban rail transit network based on multi-commodity flow formulation [12] .
The first-train timetable coordination aims to minimize the passenger transfer waiting time at transfer stations in subway network. This kind of transfer optimization problem is usually called as timetable synchronization. With rapid expansion of subway network, transfer becomes an important tache for daily trips, which makes more and more researchers pay attention to timetable synchronization problem (TTSP) with the purpose to improve the transfer convenience [15] - [26] . Vansteenwegen et al. (2007) put forward a model to minimize a passenger waiting cost function that includes running time supplements and different types of waiting times and late arrivals. The approach was applied to the whole intercity network of the Belgian railways. The results showed that the proposed technique was very promising for developing better timetables [18] . Wong et al. (2008) presented a mixed-integer-programming optimization model for the schedule synchronization problem for nonperiodic timetables that minimizes the transfer waiting times of all passengers [19] . developed a mathematic model to optimize coordination among lines in a large-scale subway network, in which transfer walking time and choice of transfer locations are considered. And a simulated annealing algorithm was designed and then applied to a real-world metro network with five lines. The results demonstrated that a substantial reduction in travel time for transferring passengers was possible [21] .
Due to variations in travel demand, daily service of subway is divided into several time segments (e.g., morning period, peak hours, off-peak hours, evening period, etc.), in which distinct train timetabling and coordination strategies will be applied, seen as Table 1 . However, the majority of works on TTP and TTSP investigated the daily peak or off-peak hours. Just a few works focused on the first-train or last-train timetable coordination problem [27] - [35] . With the objective of minimizing passengers' total originating waiting time and transfer waiting time for the first trains in subway network, constructed a first-train coordination model to optimize the first train's departure time [27] . Based on the importance of lines and transfer stations, Guo et al. (2016) proposed a timetable coordination model of first trains in urban railway networks to minimize the transfer connection time [28] . presented the firsttrain coordination model that aimed at minimizing the total passenger transfer waiting time by adjusting the first train dispatching time, the running time, and the station dwell time of each line [29] . Chen et al. (2019) built a MIP model to improve the OD accessibility for the last train services in urban rail networks. And a timetable-based Dijkstra algorithm is designed to compute the OD accessibility [35] .
The existing research on TTSP mainly concentrated on minimizing the passenger transfer waiting time. It is assumed that the timetable is optimal when the passenger waiting time is minimum. However, it is not in coincide with the practice. In reality, transfers with zero minute of waiting time are perceived as risky [36] . It is often more comfortable for passengers to have some acceptable additional minutes of waiting time, besides the transfer walking time taking to get from the feeder train to the connecting platform [17] . This additional waiting time allows for some small disturbance (e.g. the running delay of feeder train or passengers' delay on transfer walking) and protects the train connection from being broken. Schroder and Solchenbach (2006) defined five transfer types on the basis of intervals of waiting time, i.e. convenience, patience, risk, almost and no transfer. And they set an integer programming model to adjust the original timetables so that the ''convenience'' transfers are maximized [17] . Although they took the perceived quality of transfer into consideration instead of simply minimizing the passenger waiting time, they did not clarify the definite relationship between the perceived quality and the passenger waiting time. For example, both of waiting of 11 minutes and 15minutes are belong to the ''patience'' transfers, so they are with the same perceived quality for transfer passengers according to Schroder and Solchenbach (2006) . Obviously, it is not reasonable and practical. Thus, in this paper, we further quantify relationship between passenger perceived transfer quality and the waiting time. A cost function of transfer waiting time is used to manifest the perceived transfer quality with the consideration of passengers' psychological feelings. And a first-train timetable coordination model is then proposed to minimize the total waiting cost of transfer passengers and maximize the perceived transfer quality.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the first-train timetable coordination model is proposed and described in detail. In Section 3, we develop the algorithm to solve the optimization model. Then a case study is conducted in Section 4. Section 5 are conclusions and discussions of this paper.
II. THE FIRST-TRAIN TIMETABLE COORDINATION MODEL A. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
Several assumptions were made throughout the paper before the model formulated:
Assumption 1: The train capacities and all of the facility capacities can satisfy passengers' demands. This assumption ensures that the connecting trains have sufficient capacity to transport the transfer passenger from feeder trains.
Assumption 2: The transfer walking time of passengers in a certain transfer station is known and fixed. In reality, it may take different seconds for passengers to finish transfer walking due to their individual attributes such as ages, genders, physical conditions, trip purposes, etc. However, when making timetables, we usually neglect individual differences and fix an average value for each transfer by real survey and data processing [19] .
Assumption 3: The passenger transfer demands are relatively stable over a period of time. Under this assumption, we can use historical data of transfer passenger volume in the model.
Assumption 4: After arriving at the platform for the connecting line, all transfer passengers will board the first available connecting train. This is usually the case in the morning period, because passenger volume is relatively small, and headways are relatively long.
B. THREE CLASSIFICATIONS of FIRST-TRAIN TRANSFER PASSENGERS
Based on the time sequence of the first trains arriving at transfer stations, transfer passengers who take the first train of either feeder line or connecting line can be divided into three classifications.
Classification 1: passengers who transfer between two first trains.
Classification 2: passengers who take the first train of feeder line to the transfer station and board the k-th (k > 1) train of connecting line.
Classification 3: passengers who take the k-th (k > 1) train of feeder line to the transfer station and board the first train of connecting line.
As shown in Fig. 1 A,L1U →L2D denotes passengers transfer from the first train of L2D to the first train of L1U at station A, which belong to Classification 1. P 1→5
A,L2D→L1U and P 2→1
A,L1U →L2D belong to Classification 2 and Classification 3, respectively. If the first trains of two intersecting lines arrive at the transfer station at a large time interval, PTWT of passengers of Classification 1 may be extensively long. Thus, we should coordinate the first train timetables of intersecting lines in order to shorten fore-mentioned time interval and to optimize PTWT of passengers of Classification 1.
For a certain transfer at a certain station, PTWT of passengers of Classification 3 is certainly shorter than that of passengers of Classification 1 (e.g., PTWT of P 2→1
A,L1U →L2D
is shorter than that of P 1→1
A,L1U →L2D in Fig. 1 ) and the former one will be optimized simultaneously with the latter one.
For passengers of Classification 2, their PTWT is similar to that of passengers in off-peak hours, so the value is certainly shorter than the train headway.
In summary, passengers of Classification 1 may have the longest PTWT. It means that the passengers of Classification 1 will experience the super-long waiting and it is critical to optimize PTWT of passengers of Classification 1 in the first-train timetabling.
C. COST FUNCTION of PTWT
As indicated before, it is not the best case for passengers to minimize the waiting time in that ''just-meet'' may create a psychological pressure on passengers. In fact, for subway operators, the minimization objective is also not optimal since it makes the timetable more sensitive towards delays [17] .
In our previous work, a new concept of comfortable passenger waiting time (CPWT) was came up [37] . Following this concept, the optimal transfer connection status refers to a situation where PTWT exactly equals to CPWT. A field survey has shown that the transfer passengers feel most comfortable if they arrive at the platform of connecting line at the moment when connecting train is just about to pull in the platform. The time for the train from pulling to the full stop is approximately 40 seconds. Thus, CPWT is recommended to be 0.67min.
For passengers of Classification 1, the cost function of their PTWT should show the following performance that reflecting passengers' psychological feelings: 1) when PTWT equals to CPWT, the cost is zero. When PTWT is smaller than CPWT, the cost increases as PTWT decreases due to passengers' growing anxiety;
2) on the other hand, when PTWT is larger than CPWT, the cost increases as PTWT increases due to passengers' growing impatience.
Thus the cost function can be formulated as follows, see (1):
where, the coefficient 2 and 2.7 represents the value of unit time spent on waiting in the connecting train and on the platform, respectively.
D. MODEL FORMULATION 1) THE DECISION VARIABLES
In order to meet the needs of equipment maintenance and repair, the operational hours are usually 18∼20h in most urban rail transit system. In other words, the operational hours fall in a certain range, denoted as [t min , t max ]. Meanwhile, based on passengers' daily travel habits, we can take a certain time, denoted as t latest , as the latest time for the first trains originating. Therefore, the decision variables of the first train timetable coordination model can be the time intervals between the originating times of the first trains of up/down direction of each line and t min . A 2n-dimension vector X is used to express the decision variables, where n refers to the number of transit lines in the urban rail transit network, see (2) .
where, x k1 and x k2 (1 ≤ k ≤ n) represent the time interval between the first train originating time of up and down direction of the k-th line and t min , respectively. And both of x k1 and x k2 are natural numbers between 0 and t latest − t min .
2) OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Based on the above analysis, the objective of the first train timetable coordination model is to minimize the total cost of PTWT of the first train transfer passengers of Classifications 1. When optimizing the first train timetables, all the transfer directions at all the transfer stations in the urban rail transit network should be taken into account. And as for a certain transfer direction, we should determine if there are passengers of Classification 1 firstly. If so, use (1) to calculate the cost of their PTWT. Finally, with their volume, minimize the total cost. Therefore, the objective function can be formulated as follows:
T dep−1
where, t i,j (X ) : PTWT of the first train transfer passengers of Classification 1 in the j-thtransfer direction at the i-thtransfer station under the first train timetables corresponding to X . V i,j : the first train transfer passenger volume of Classification 1 in the j-thtransfer direction at the i-thtransfer station, which can be determined by using the historical data. 
3) SEARCH FOR PASSENGERS OF CLASSIFICATION 1
In order to calculate t i,j (X ) in the objective function, whether there are passengers of Classification 1 for the jthtransfer direction at the i-thtransfer station should be firstly determined.
At each transfer station of the urban rail transit network, there are several transfer directions. For a certain direction, it is only possible to have one or two classifications of first train transfer passengers. For two opposite directions (e.g., L1U→L2D and L2D→L1U), there are three cases of their corresponding classifications of first train transfer passengers.
Case 1: two opposite transfer directions have passengers of three classifications. As shown in Fig.1, L1U→L2D and L2D→L1U are two opposite transfer directions. Since the first train of L1U arrives much earlier than that of L2D at station A, L1U→L2D has P 1→1 A,L1U →L2D and P 2→1 A,L1U →L2D , while L2D→L1U has P 1→5 A,L2D→L1U . Case 2: two opposite transfer directions only have passengers of Classification 1 and 2. As shown in Fig.2 , the first train of L2D arrives a little later than that of L1U at station A, L1U→L2D has P 1→1 A,L1U →L2D , while L2D→L1U has P 1→4 A,L2D→L1U . Case 3: two opposite transfer directions only have passengers of Classification 2. As illustrated in Fig.3 , the first trains of L1U and L2D arrive at station A successively at a very small interval, neither of their passengers are able to catch the other first train. Thus, L1U→L2D has P 1→2 A,L1U →L2D , while L2D→L1U has P 1→3 A,L2D→L1U . Here, the method of search for passengers of Classification 1 are described and an example is provided to illustrate how to calculate t i,j (X ). 
Otherwise, LpU→LqD does not have passengers of Classification 1. We need not consider it in the objective function.
III. SOLUTION ALGORITHM
Genetic algorithm (GA) is applied to solve the optimization model. GA is a heuristic search algorithm that simulates the process of natural evolution. The detailed algorithmic procedures are described as follows.
A. ENCODING AND DECODING
For any x k1 , x k2 ∈ X (1 ≤ k ≤ n), we have x k1 , x k2 ∈ [0, t latest − t min ]. Each element in X has the same feasible range, of which the upper bound is a large integer. And all the elements in X are natural numbers. Thus, we use the natural number encoding method in the GA.
The natural number coding is encoded directly using the decision variable. No specific encoding and decoding process is needed, which improves the GA efficiency. And the real number coding has the advantages of high precision and convenience for large space search.
B. THE FITNESS FUNTION
The fitness function is set as the inverse of the objective function, namely:
For a certain phenotype of chromosomes, two steps should be taken to calculate its corresponding objective function value:
(1) for each line, based on X , calculate the times that the first train arrives at and departs from each station of the line with Eq. (8)∼(13).
(2) for each transfer direction in each transfer station, determine if there are passengers of Classification 1. And calculate t i,j (X ) , C t i,j (X ) , and F (X ) with Eq. (14), (7) and (3) respectively.
C. THE SELECTION, CROSSOVER AND MUTATION OPERATORS 1) THE SELECTION OPERATORS
Here fitness proportionate selection is used, combined with elitist preservation. For a population {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a N } (N is the population scale) with the fitness value of {fit (a 1 ) , fit (a 2 ) , · · · , fit (a N )}, the selection probability of the individual a j can be calculated with (16) .
In elitist preservation strategy, the individual with the highest fitness value in the parent population is selected as the global best individual; after completing the genetic operations, the best individual of the current population is selected as the local best individual, and is then compared to the global best individual. The individual with the higher fitness value is used to replace the individual with the lowest fitness value in the offspring generation.
2) THE CROSSOVER OPERATORS
Uniform crossover is used with the adaptive probability in this paper. The crossover probability is calculated as follows:
where, P c denotes the crossover probability of two individuals. p c−avg is the basic crossover probability. And p c−max is the elite crossover probability applied for the individual whose fitness value is bigger than the average. f c means the bigger fitness value between two individuals. f avg and f max denotes the average fitness value and the biggest fitness value of the population respectively. Adaptive probability can improve the genetic ability of excellent individuals. And for the poorer individuals whose fitness values are smaller than the average, a big crossover probability is applied to increase their chances of elimination. Meanwhile, adaptive probability help ensure that excellent individuals do not occupy complete dominance in the early stage of evolution so as to avoid falling into the local optimal solution.
3) THE MUTATION OPERATORS
Inversion mutation is applied in this paper. For a parent individual, firstly we determine whether or not to mutate based on the mutation probability. If so, generate two mutation locations randomly, and reverse the order of the gene string between the two locations. In this way, a new child individual is generated. Then the fitness values of the parent individual and the child individual are compared. If the latter one is better than the former one, the former one will be replaced by the latter one. Otherwise, the parent individual is held to the next generation. The mutation probability is calculated with (18) .
where, P m represents the mutation probability of a individual. p m−avg is the basic mutation probability. And p m−max is the elite mutation probability applied for the individual whose fitness value is bigger than the average. f m denotes the fitness value of the individual. f avg and f max have the same meanings with (17) .
D. THE TEMINATE CONDITIONS
The generational process is repeated until a termination condition has been reached. In this paper, the terminating conditions are as follows:
1) The optimal solution does not change after GN min iterations.
2) In one generation the difference between the best and the worst solutions is less thanF(%).
3) The greatest number of evolving generations is GN max .
E. THE ALGORITHMIC STEPS
The detailed algorithmic steps are listed as follows: 1) Set the initial GA parameters:
2) Set the initial model parateters: t min , t latest . 3) Gen=0, Generate the initial parent generation of N individuals {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a N }, each including the originating times of all line directions. 4) Calculate the fitness value for each chromosome in the parent generation using the methods described in the B part of this section.
5) If one of the termination conditions is reached, stop; else Gen= Gen +1, turn to next.
6) Select the individual with the highest fitness value fit in the current population as the global best individual a. Reserve a with no operations.
7) For each individual in the current population, calculate its selection probability with (16) (18) If Random (0, 1) < P m , execute inversion mutation. End for 10) Calculate the fitness value for each chromosome in the current generation using the methods described in the B part of this section.
11) Select the individual with the highest fitness value fit in the current population. If fit > fit , replace the individual with the lowest fitness value with a. Then turn to Step 5).
IV. CASE STUDY
The GA is performed by a program in Microsoft VB.NET. The test subway network is shown in Fig.4 , which is part of Beijing urban rail transit network. There are four lines in the network, namely, Line 1, Line2, Line 5 and Line 13, which The basic data, including train running time, train dwell time, passenger transfer walking time, transfer volume, etc., are obtained from the Beijing subway. The assigned values of some parameters in the model and GA are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 , respectively.
A. CASE 1 In Case 1, the first train originating time of up direction are set equal to that of the down direction for a certain line with the purpose to reduce the number of feasible solutions. Then, we can use exhaustive method to find the optimal solution. And by comparing the results of GA and exhaustive method, the feasibility of GA can be checked out.
For any x k1 , x k2 ∈ X (1 ≤ k ≤ 4), we have x k1 = x k2 and x k1 , x k2 ∈ [0, 20]. Then the number of feasible solutions is 21 4 = 194481. As shown in Table 4 , the optimized results of GA and exhaustive method are close to each other. In terms of operational efficiency, GA can save much more time than exhaustive method. Thus, GA is able to help us get a satisfactory solution.
B. CASE 2
In Case 2, the first train originating time of up direction can be different from that of the down direction for a certain line. Thus, the number of feasible solutions is much more than that of Case 1.
For any x k1 , x k2 ∈ X (1 ≤ k ≤ 4), we have x k1 , x k2 ∈ [0, 20]. Then the number of feasible solutions is 21 8 = 37822859361. As shown in Table 5 and Fig.10 , the first-train originating times of L5D, L13U and L13D are the same as before. And the others are adjusted either earlier or later for a certain minutes compared with the original timetables.
As indicated in Table 6 , through coordinated optimization, the total cost dropped almost in half from 7671.12 to 3860.64. Meanwhile, without the limit of the originating times of two directions in Case 1, the total cost is further optimized by 35.12% in Case 2. Thus, in order to get the optimal solution, the first-train originating time of the up and down directions of a certain line can be set different.
More important, the number of super-long waiting for passengers of Classification 1 is reduced significantly, see Table 7 . Especially, the super-long waiting of 20 to 30 minutes is totally eliminated. The two exceeding 30 minutes are of less importance due to low transfer volume, and they can be further optimized by relaxing the restriction of the earliest operational time t min . 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Non-coordinated timetables can result in relatively long passengers transfer waiting time, which may exceed passengers' longest tolerable time and make them shift to other transport modes. Subway operation companies should pay more attention to the first-train timetable coordination or synchronization problem.
This paper formulates the cost function of transfer waiting time to evaluate passengers' perceived transfer quality. Taking the transfer passenger demands into account, a firsttrain timetable coordination model is proposed to minimize the total waiting cost of transfer passengers between two first trains in subway network. In this model, passengers' perceived transfer quality is maximized and the probability of super-long waiting is minimized at the same time. GA is applied to solve the model. The results of case study demonstrated that GA is efficient and effective to obtain a satisfactory solution. And the total waiting cost of first-train transfer passengers is reduced by 49.67% with the application of our proposed model. Meanwhile, the number of super-long waiting for passengers transfer between two first trains is significantly reduced.
Besides, the optimization methods proposed in this paper are to create new first-train timetables from the network perspective, instead of adjusting the existing schedules. It is not advisable to make up the first train timetables of different lines separately and then make some coordinated adjustments. Due to many operating constraints, the adjustments on the original schedules can only be made within a very small range and it is difficult to reach an optimal result. Therefore, we insist that the first train timetables of different lines in the subway network should be compiled together and coordinated with each other in order to make good connections between first trains, which can apply the methods addressed in this paper.
Further research is required on a number of issues. For example, based on the coordinated first-train timetables, the headway of consecutive trains of different lines can be further optimized to maximize the passenger perceived transfer quality in the whole morning period. In addition, the train running delay and the individual differences of passenger walking can be taken into the consideration when developing the first-train coordination timetable model to improve the robustness of the resulting timetables. 
